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Introduction 
Without a doubt, sales processes are at the core of every business. Their value never 
appreciated more than when faced with revenue growth or market volatility. Scalable 
sales processes that can be repeated and improved upon over time are  today’s 
business imperative.

This E-Book is a comprehensive guide for creating scalable and repeatable sales 
processes that can help businesses of all sizes that use Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM 
for managing their sales processes. This guide helps businesses streamline their sales 
operations by using Business Process Checklist app in Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM. 
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Why do Scalable Sales Processes Matter?
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2. Boosts Efficiency

A scalable sales process helps sales teams work more efficiently by eliminating 
unnecessary steps and automating repetitive tasks like advising salespeople on their 
next actions. This helps salespeople to focus on building customer relationships and 
closing deals.

3. Better Predictability

A scalable sales process allows businesses to forecast sales results more accurately 
based on historical data and trends. This can help them make more informed decisions 
about budgeting, staffing, and resource allocation.

4. Improved Customer Experience

A scalable sales process helps businesses provide a more streamlined and personalized 
experience for their customers. This can improve customer loyalty and relationship, 
boosting revenue and repeat business.

5. Better Training and Development

A well-defined sales process makes it easier to onboard and train new sales reps. It also 
allows sales managers to identify areas where reps need additional coaching and 
development.

Overall, a scalable sales process can help businesses improve their sales performance, 
increase revenue, and build stronger relationships with customers.

Having scalable sales processes offers a number of 
benefits for businesses, like consistent business 
results, enhanced efficiency, better predictability, 
improved customer experience, and better training 
and development.

1. Consistent Business Results

A well-defined sales process ensures that every 
salesperson follows the same steps and uses the 
same tools and techniques to close deals. This leads 
to more consistent results and reduces the risk of 
mistakes or oversights.

The sellers who 
respond first receive 

35–50% 
of sales



The Best Way to Overcome Challenges in 
Creating Scalable Sales Processes
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Sales playbooks are essential for sales teams for the following reasons:

1. Align Sales Teams

Playbooks align sales teams around core objectives and sales goals. A well-designed 
playbook leads sales representatives through the sales cycle, ensuring that every action 
they do contributes to the overall growth of the business.

2. Centralize Your Processes

Sales playbooks centralize sales methodologies into one cohesive process. This makes 
it easier for sales reps to review the processes and incorporate them into their 
day-to-day work. By minimizing inconsistencies in the sales process, playbooks help 
ensure that all reps are following best practices.

According to HubSpot, 

salespeople only 

spend 34% of 
their time actually 

selling

Sales teams that 
use a sales playbook 

can expect sales 
opportunity win rates 

to exceed 50%

Challenges such as dis-aligned sales teams, use of 
decentralized sales methodologies, poor access to 
sales guidelines, a lack of standardization of best 
practices, a lack of collaboration between reps, 
and non-compliance can hinder the creation of a 
scalable sales process in several ways.

The best way to achieve scalability in your sales 
processes and overcome the aforementioned 
challenges is by creating and implementing a 
repeatable sales playbook. By using a sales 
playbook software solution that can be integrated 
with other sales software like CRM. 

Sales playbooks have emerged as a valuable tool for 
modern sales teams to streamline their processes, 
and improve efficiency, and productivity. A sales 
playbook is essentially a comprehensive guide that 
outlines the best practices, techniques, and tactics 
that a sales team should follow to achieve their 
goals. It serves as a blueprint for the sales team, 
providing them with a structured approach to the 
sales process and helping them navigate complex 
sales scenarios with ease.
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3. Better Customer Experience 

Sales playbooks can help provide a better customer experience. Sales teams are better 
able to personalize solutions for customers and nurture leads from the top of the sales 
funnel through closing a deal when they have ready access to realistic sales guidelines.

4. Boost Collaboration 

Sales playbooks encourage sales reps to share their best practices. When salespeople 
discover something that consistently drives deals forward, managers can add it to the 
playbook, which benefits the entire team.

5. Smooth Onboarding Process

Sales playbooks streamline the onboarding process for new sales reps. By providing a 
clear overview of best practices, new hires can quickly get up to speed and become 
productive members of the team.

Overall, sales playbooks are a critical tool for modern sales teams, helping them align 
around core objectives, centralize processes, provide a better customer experience, 
encourage knowledge sharing, and streamline onboarding.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM comes with an in-built playbooks feature. But 
unfortunately, Microsoft will be deprecating the playbooks feature in Microsoft Dynamics 
365 CRM starting July 7, 2023. Users will now have to Move their playbook templates to 
sequences to create workflows. Sequences allow sales managers to enforce best 
practices in day-to-day tasks. Give salespeople a set of consecutive activities to follow 
within Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM while carrying out their sales processes.

But if you are looking for a solution to create repeatable sales playbooks in Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 CRM.

Then no worries! 
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Create Standardized and Scalable 
Sales Processes with Business 

Process Checklist



Say Hello to Business Process Checklist 
App for Creating Sales Playbooks in 

Dynamics 365 CRM!

Business Process Checklist is a Microsoft AppSource preferred app. It provides sales 
teams with an effective way to create playbooks with best practices to follow at each 
stage of the sales process. Via checklists that aid as prerequisites for every stage,  sales 
managers can easily implement best practices and boost compliance. Create playbooks 
in the form of checklists against any Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM record (OOB or 
Custom), resulting in standardized and repeatable sales processes. Playbooks 
automate the process of sales guidance and facilitate the advancement of the process by 
alternate stakeholders, even in the case of a particular process stakeholder’s 
unavailability.

Here are the main features of Business Process Checklist App, which helps you create 
scalable sales processes using playbooks in Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM.
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1. Create and Manage Playbooks/Plan 

Business Process Checklist allows managers to create playbooks/plans with 
step-by-step instructions for sales reps to follow within Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM. By 
doing so, managers can ensure that salespeople are following the best practices of the 
business consistently.

Sales managers can create playbooks that include checklists or processes for various 
sales activities. These playbooks can be customized to suit the specific needs of the 
organization, ensuring that sales reps are following relevant procedures and adhering to 
the same set of guidelines. This consistency helps maintain quality standards and 
reduces the likelihood of errors or variations in outcomes. App provides a simple and 
effective way for managers to create and manage playbooks to drive consistent results 
across their organization within Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM.
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2. Set Playbooks for Business Process Flow

Set up playbooks for each stage of the Business Process Flow (OOB or Custom) within 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM. This includes the Qualify, Develop, Propose, and Close 
stages. For example, a sales manager can create a playbook specifically for the 
"Qualify" stage of the "Lead to Opportunity Sales Process". This playbook can be set to 
auto - attach whenever a lead reaches the "Qualify" stage based on specific criteria. This 
ensures that salespeople are following the best practices for each stage of the process 
and achieving reliable outcomes.

3. Create Playbooks for Custom Groups 

Business Process Checklist provides the custom groups feature that allows 
organizations to create industry-specific Business Process Flows and set up playbooks 
for these processes, even if they are not using any standard Business Process Flows in 
Dynamics 365 CRM. Using this feature, organizations can create their own customized 
workflows tailored to their specific needs. They can define the different stages of their 
processes and set up playbooks consisting of best practices to be followed at each 
stage.



4. View and Follow Playbooks/plans

Salespeople can view and follow playbooks created by sales managers on Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 CRM records. These playbooks are automatically displayed on relevant 
records, such as leads, opportunities, cases, etc. based on predefined criteria. This 
helps ensure that important steps in the sales process are not overlooked.

5. Track and Measure Progress of Sales Process

This feature allows sales managers and salespeople to track and measure the progress 
of sales processes. This is achieved through visual elements such as progress bars that 
show the percentage of completed tasks and step counters that display the number of 
completed steps. Furthermore, it provides a comprehensive view of upcoming, ongoing, 
and completed sales processes. This helps sales teams stay on top of their processes 
and ensures compliance with the defined sales process.
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Takeaway
By using the Business Process Checklist App in Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM, sales teams 
can create scalable sales processes with sales playbooks. These playbooks can be customized 
and tailored to specific sales scenarios, allowing sales teams to follow a consistent process for 
each sales opportunity. This ensures that all necessary steps are taken to maximize the chance 
of success in the sales process. Additionally, the scalability of the sales playbooks means that 
they can be used for sales processes of varying sizes and complexities, making it easier to 
manage sales activities and improve overall sales performance.

Early adopters of BPC have reported an increase in user productivity between 30–50% and a 
nearly 70% increase in project success rates.

You can download Business Process Checklist app from our website or Microsoft AppSource 
to standardize your sales processes. 
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